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Helston Place Shaping Board – Meeting 5 
 
Draft Notes from Meeting of Thursday 10th March 2022 
 
Attendees: 
Jenny Morris, Martin Searle, John Warwick, Malcolm Oliver, Anthony Gilbert, Dave Potter, Cllr Guy 
Foreman, Maxine Hardy, Samuel Ramsden, Jude Carroll, Gareth Looker, Jules Lewis, Maggie Freegard, 
David Turnbull 
 

Apologies:  
John Martin, Teresa Gleadowe, Cllr Mike Thomas, 
 

Copy: 
Pamela Lavelle, Tim Grattan-Kane 

 

Notes and Actions 
 

Ref Note Action 

1. Apologies confirmed as above. Welcome to Jules (who is now the HCAG representative) 
and Maggie and thanks to Katharine for her input to the team. Welcome to Gareth 
(representing Chamber of Commerce). 

Notes from previous meeting reviewed and all action items covered in the agenda. 

 

 

2. Project Updates: 

A 10-minute update for each project was presented, with key action points as follows:- 

 

 

2a. Cultural Quarter 

Initial designs are now in circulation for consideration. Access audit will be undertaken 
13/4/22 and costing work will begin in April. 

c/f the budget has been committed for Alison Bunning to develop further sketches for 
linking the Goldophin Club to the Cultural Quarter. 

Options for complementary works to the Guildhall will be presented to Helston Town 
Council at a special meeting in April. 

Retaining wall vegetation clearance is now in hand via the Museum and funds have 
been allocated to take a legal view on how we can make safe/maintain this structure 
whilst ownership is unclear. 

Noted that traffic restriction to Church St (between Penrose Rd and Coinagehall St) is 
desired by the team and has now been included in the traffic work being undertaken 
within the Re-imagining Helston’s High Streets project. 

Penrose Rd car park is still under consideration to bring into the project via devolution 
to Helston Town Council. However, from a Cornwall Council point of view this will not 
progress unless a larger devolution package can be identified. Fairground & High Burrow 
(discussed as part of the original proposals for the Penrose Trail), if included, would 
make a ‘worthwhile’ devolution package but not prioritised as part of current TVF 
project work. Action is not critical to the progress of the Cultural Quarter project. 

Next meeting planned 16th March (post-meeting note – cancelled due to illness – to be 
re-scheduled. 
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2b. Connectivity 

Walking & Cycling 

The on-line consultation concluded at the end of January and feedback has now been 
incorporated into plans. These are now available to view within the relevant sections of 
the Discover Helston website in the Projects section. This includes suggestions made 
during the previous Board meeting. 

481 people responded to the consultation. Feedback by e-mail to people who 
responded will be issued w/c 14th March. The revised plans will now be included in 
April’s public consultation event after which they will form the basis of a Helston 
Walking & Cycling Strategy. 

Funding has now been committed by Cornwall Council to undertake the first phase of 
works (due to be implemented this financial year). 

Development of the ‘Walking around Helston’ section of the Discover Helston website is 
progressing and the application process to become a Walkers are Welcome town has 
commenced. 600 public signatures of support are required and we will use April’s 
consultation event to begin this process. 

Hopper Bus – see notes below. 
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2c. Developing Helston as a Community Hub  

Updates were presented covering the Helston Gateway project. Maxine updated the 
meeting with progress Cornwall Council Estates Transformation. 

The imminent signing of the previously discussed Exclusivity Agreement for the old 
Budgens building was discussed and comment from the Board on the previously 
circulated press release requested. (Post meeting note – press release was issued 14th 
March). 

Following the team tour of Budgens 1st March a workshop will be held 14th March to 
begin the process of defining the principles and potential uses of the building (including 
project team members, youth representatives, community groups, town band etc.). 
Separate discussions have been arranged with the Community College and Culdrose 
Community Centre Youth Club. 

The opportunities created for other town centre buildings as a consequence of the 
Budgens proposals were discussed (inc Guildhall, Band Room, Isaac House, Youth Café 
etc.) and will be followed up by the project team. 
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2d. Re-imagining Helston’s High Streets 

Initial proposals have been received from MeiLoci – extracts from their first draft report 
were presented. 

Positive response regarding the aesthetics and public realm proposals. Further work still 
to complete with next team meeting planned for 22nd March. 

However, the traffic element of the project is meeting resistance to change from the 
public transport section of Cornwall Council. The general Place Shaping approach was 
re-confirmed – the need to reduce traffic within the town centre – with the discussion 
focusing on the steps/stages through which the traffic issue can be addressed. 

This was dealt with as a separate agenda item following the project updates (see 
below). 
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3. Traffic and Transport 

Much discussion around the issue of resistance to change from the public transport 
section of Cornwall Council resulted in the following actions:- 

Continue to lobby relevant Cornwall Councillors (especially Cllr Phillip Desmonde). Guy 
and Mike to coordinate this activity. 

Recommendation that we wait until the re-organisation affecting Cornwall Council 
officer team is settled before trying to escalate within the CC Directorate Leader Team. 
Maxine will monitor and arrange suitable meetings/discussions when appropriate (likely 
April). 

It appears that significant change may only be possible when the existing public 
transport contracts are due for renewal. It was agreed that we must ensure our 
planning fit with this timeframe. Maxine to confirm the likely renewal dates. 

It was proposed that a small, focused meeting of the key technical people from CC and 
the MeiLoci transport consultants be held to clearly define the issues and consider what 
steps can be found to deliver the Place Shaping aspirations. John W and David to discuss 
and revert. 
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4. 

 

Public Consultation 

Confirmed that the Guildhall has been booked for 26th, 27th and 28th April and the 
physical display will then be moved to The Old Cattle Market where it can be viewed by 
all groups using the space and times can be booked for PSB members to hold 
presentations with specific groups as necessary. 

Quotations from Songhurst Print for the proposed display boards have been obtained 
and agreed with Pamela. 

In parallel on-line information will be via Discover Helston (where all consultation 
presentation material will be viewable) and via GoCollaborate (where all consultation 
questions will be mirrored for completion on-line). Also arrangements have been made 
with Helston Packet to print articles for each project and publicise the consultation. Plus 
4 pages in the next edition of the Discover Helston Magazine will carry a summary of 
proposals and advertise the consultation. 

Discussion of additional ways we can ‘connect’ with people resulted in the agreement 
that a presence at supermarket entrances would be beneficial in highlighting the Place 
Shaping work and directing people to the displays. Malcolm, John W and Samuel to 
investigate possibilities. 

Consideration of door-to-door type consultation was discussed - left as an open action 
pending members volunteering to develop this proposal. 

All members to feedback comments on proposed consultation questions by 18th March. 

Attached for information is a further copy of the proposed consultation layout. 
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5. 

 

Budget Update 

An update of the TVF expenditure was reviewed (as circulated prior to the meeting). 

A draft capital funding summary was presented and reviewed. Considerations around 
match funding were discussed and it was agreed that we should continue to develop 
this summary with further details as projects progress. Current belief that ‘Helston 
needs £15M’ is still accurate based on these initial numbers. 
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7. Future Meetings 

Next Place Shaping Board meeting – TBA to coincide with the public consultation 

‘Anti-Idling Enforcement’ (inc review of immediate bus issues) arranged for 16th March 
(meet at 10.30am in Coinaghall St) with CC Enforcement Officers 

Cultural Quarter – TBA (due to cancellation) 

Community Hub – 14th March at 18.00 in The Old Cattle Market 

Re-imagining Helston High Streets – 22nd March at 10.00 – venue to be confirmed 

Reconnecting Helston – TBA (following public consultation) 

GoCollaborate Consultation meeting – 28th March at 11.00 via Teams 
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 Attachments: 

Consultation Layout Proposal 

 

 

 


